Distribution of the vulnerable princess parrot or Alexandra's parrot (*Polytelis alexandrae*)

This map shows the general distribution of *Polytelis alexandrae*. The known distribution comprises the preferred habitat of the species within the immediate area (5km) of recently confirmed observations and expert validated locations. The likely distribution comprises the suitable habitat of the species occurring within its broader environmental range and has been defined by statistical modelling of localised population groups. The may distribution comprises the broader environmental range that could provide habitat for the species and has been defined by regional scale vegetation mapping (NVIS 2012) and statistical modelling of regional population groups. Observation data provided by WA NatureMap (DPaW), NT Fauna Atlas (DLRM), Biological Databases of South Australia (DEWNR), Birdlife Australia, eBird (Cornell Lab of Ornithology) Australian National Wildlife Collection (CSIRO), Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme (DoTE) and state museums. Distribution has been generalised to 10km. Distribution mapped by ERIN Aug 2015.